R. D Crowe SA&NE [ ] Yes [ X I NO The lower f l a m m a b i l i t y l i m i t f o r g a s o l i n e was changed from 1.4% t o 1.3% r e s u l t i n g i n a small change i n numerous c a l c u l a t e d values, however, no s i g n i f i c a n t change occurred.
Minor e d i t o r i a l comments were a l s o incorporated. l/+a. J u s t i f i c a t i o n (mark one)
C r i t e r i a Change 
Change Impact Revieu: I n d i c a t e the r e l a t e d docunents (other than the engineering docunents i d e n t i f i e d on Side 1)
that uiLL be a f f e c t e d by t h e change described i n Block 13. Enter the a f f e c t e d docunent n d e r i n Block 20. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Signature or a Control Nunber that tracks the Approval Signature A b s t r a c t : f o r In-Tank Fuel F i r e / D e f l a g e r a t i o n consequence f o r t h e Tank Farm S a f e t y A a n l y s i s Report (FSAR). Tank Fuel F i r e / D e f l a g e r a t i o n s c e n a r i o i s developed and d e t a i l s and d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e a n a l y s i s methods a r e p r o v i d e d . This analysis identifies the consequences for both a pool fire on the surface of the waste and a deflagration in the headspace by showing these accidents are bounded by the Organic Solvent Fire Accident (Cowley 1996) and SST and DST Flammable Gas Deflagration Accidents (Van Vleet 1996) .
The purpose o f t h i s c a l c u l a t i o n n o t e i s t o p r o v i d e t h e b a s i
Scenario Development
The following paragraphs develop the scenario for a vehicle fuel fire in single shell tanks (SSTs), double shell tank (DSTs), double-shell tank annulus, and miscellaneous other tanks including the double-contained receiver tanks (DCRTs), ZOO-series single shell tanks, catch tanks and MISFs.
The In-Tank Fuel FirelDeflagration accident is initiated by an errant vehicle or truck (external event)
that shears off one or more tank risers. The vehicle fuel tank is ruptured and its contents released.
A portion of the fuel enters the waste tank through the damaged riser andlor through cracks in the cover blocks above the pump pit. Some of the vehicle fuel vaporizes or is aerosolized as the fuel drains to the tank. The remaining portion of the fuel pools on the waste surface. The fuel spill has the potential to cause a fire or deflagration in the head space of the tank and could challenge the active or passive ventilation systems. A deflagration could also damage the structural integrity of the tank with the potential for collapse of the tank dome. The uncontrolled release of gases, aerosols, and particulate of radioactive and hazardous material from the tank head space, ventilation system and the tank waste would result.
Unmitigated Accidents
Vehicle fuel pool fire in waste tank -The spilled vehicle fuel enters the waste tank but the vehicle fuel is not immediately ignited. The fuel pools on the surface of the waste and vaporizes. However, the fuel is ignited before the lower flammability limit is reached in the head space. The fuel burns as a pool fire. This scenario is bounded by the Organic Solvent Fire accident (Cowley 1996) based in terms of amount of fuel burned.
Vehicle fuel deflaaration in the headspace -A portion of the spilled fuel enters the waste tank and is not immediately ignited. The fuel pools on the surface of the waste and begins to vaporize. The lower flammability limit is reached and the vaporized fuel ignites in the head space. This scenario is bounded by the Flammable Gas Deflagrations (Van Vleet 1996) based on the peak pressure of the burn.
Mitigated Accident
The following controls have been selected to prevent this accident from occuring, thereby protecting the offsite public, onsite and facility worker.
-Vehicle fuel tank protection required within the tank farm boundary -Physical barriers around tank farm above ground structures outside the tank farm boundary; only vehicles with fuel tank protection access inside the barrier.
Input Data
Gasoline Properties ( (Cowley 1996) . The organic solvent fire, which is based on dodecane, is oxygen limited. The stoichiometry of burning either dodecane or diesel fuel should be nearly the same (see attached memo). Therefore, both the dodecane and diesel fires are expected to self extinguish when the oxygen concentration is approximately 13 mole percent.
The largest pressure transient and greatest consequences for the organic pool accident involved a fire that burned 146 kgs of solvent before the fire self extinguished. This fire was based on a pool surface of 210 m2. Using a specific gravity of 0.75 for diesel fuel and a density of 1000 kglm3 for water, 146 kgs of solvent is equivalent to 51 gallons of diesel fuel. However, the pool surface of the fuel burn would be less since 60 gallons of fuel would have a depth of only 0.1 cm if spread out over 210 IT?.
Calculations for Deflagration -
The peak pressure from a gasoline burn is equivalent to a hydrogen burn. The following discussion supporting this argument is condensed from the Closed Vessel Deflagration description of the reference (NFPA 1988).
Conservative estimates of the associated pressure rise in a closed vessel can be made from flame temperature calculations as follows. The ratio of the peak pressure to initial pressure can be calculated from the ideal gas equations at the end of the combustion and prior to ignition.
where:
P , = maximum pressure at completion of burn Po = initial pressure M, = molecular weight of gas-air mixture M, = molecular weight of combustion products T, = temperature of burned gas T, = initial temperature '
Assuming the deflagration occurs sufficiently fast to neglect heat dissipation, the value of Tb should correspond to the adiabatic flame temperature of the gas-air mixture. Adiabatic constant-pressure temperatures are shown in the attached figure (Figure 2 .5.4 from NFPA 1988) for an number of fuel-air mixtures. The temperatures shown in the figure are in the range of 2100 K to 2400 K for most of the hydrocarbon gases-air mixtures. The adiabatic constant-volume temperatures are generally about 10% higher than the corresponding constant-pressure temperatures.
The molecular weights needed for the above equation are approximately the same prior to and following the combustion for many of the gas-air mixtures. An exception is hydrogen where the molecular weight of the of the combustion products is less than the initial gas-air mixture by about 15% for a stoichmetric mix. For non-stoichmetric mixes, this difference becomes less.
Therefore, the use of the equation would indicate peaunitial pressure ratios of 7 to 8 range for both hydrogen and the heavier hydrocarbons initially at 300 K. Use of the constant-volume adiabatic flame temperature and accurate calculations of mixture molecular weights would probably produce pressure ratios about 10 percent higher for many of the mixtures.
The burning velocity, S,, is the flame propagation velocity relative to the unburned gas. The burning velocity for hydrogen is about 8 times the velocity of the heavier hydrocarbons. This means that the rate of pressure rise for a hydrogen burn would be greater than for a gasoline burn (NFPA 1998).
Quantity of Gasoline Required to Reach the LFL in Various Tanks
The lower flammable limit (LFL) can be reached in a full DST (416 inches 
Note
This report was written in MathCad Plus 6.0 Professional Edition (Maftsoft 1995). The following constants andlor equations were used as a part of the calculation. C-I01 500,000 C-102 500,000 C-I03 500,000 C-104 500,000 C-105 500,000 C-106 500,000 C-107 500,000 C-108 500,000 C-109 500,000 C-I 10 500,000 C-I 11 500,000 C-I 12 500,000 
kgaI=lOOO.gal
T-101 T-102 T-103 T-104 T-104 T-105 T-105 T-106 T-107 T-108 T-102 T-109 T-I 09 T-I 10 T-I 11 T-112
500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 1.
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The maximum amount of gasoline contained in the vehicles that are allowed in the tank farms. The bounding assumption is that all of this fuel can enter a SST or DST or DST annulus and be ignited.
The maximum'amount o f diesel fuel contained in the vehicles that are allowed in the tank farms. The bounding assumption is that all of thi,s fuel can enter a SST, a DST or DST annulus and be ignited. 
A3-37
You asked if burning 60 gallons of diesel fuel in an underground storage tank would be bounded by the consequences that are analyzed in the organic solvent fire accident. I discussed the question with Arlin Postma of G&P consultants, and we decided that our accident analyses would be bounding for your diesel fire.
gives the maximum radiological consequences and produces the largest pressure transient. is a pool 210 square meters in area on the top of the waste surface. The tank has an active ventilation system. The mass of solvent burned is 146 kg's. The only vent path is through the HEPA filter on the ventilation sys tem .
Our model assumes that the solvent is 84% NPH and 16% TBP. To model the properties of NPH, we used dodecane. Since the model assumes 84% NPH, the properties we used for the model are nearly identical to pure dodecane. We believe that the properties of dodecane are a good representation for diesel oil. Therefore we think it is reasonable to assume that our model, which is based on dodecane, is also a good model for diesel fuel.
The stoichiometry of burning dodecane and diesel should be nearly the same in terms of moles of oxygen consumed. Therefore we expect both the dodecane and diesel fires to self extinguish when the oxygen concentration in the air is approximately 13 mole percent.
We specifically looked at the case of a large pool fire in an SST which This is case g in our spreadsheet. The configuration Our model uses a flame spread velocity of 10 cm/sec. from tests of unconfined pools of j e t fuel. The rate at which jet fuel (essentially kerosene) burns is a good approximation of the rate at which diesel oil burns.
This value comes
Our case g self extinguishes after 146 kg's of solvent are burned. Using 0.75 for the SpG of diesel oil and 8.34 lbs/gal for the density of water, the 146 kgs of solvent would be equivalent to 51.3 gallons of diesel fuel. The maximum amount of diesel oil that would burn before self extinguishment is 51.3 gallons. The consequences of burning the diesel oil are bounded by the consequences of burning 146 kg's of solvent. Similar 
